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quality, birch bark or even sand was often used in teaching
writing and calculation. Home-made ink and quill pens
had to serve in case the writing was to be preserved, and
the only means of drying a manuscript came through
shaking a small "sand-box" over it. Such materials and
methods made learning a tedious process. Ability to
read even moderately well might prove a task involving
years of effort, and writing and ciphering often had to
be entirely neglected. Discipline was usually severe and
sometimes brutal. The bunch of switches always figured
in a teacher's equipment, and a "whipping post" might be
set up in the school or near by.
The teachers themselves were as a whole poorly pre-
pared. The pay was poor and often irregular, and the
work was generally regarded as a stepping-stone to some
other occupation. It was not infrequently performed by
itinerant schoolmasters of doubtful habits or in the South
and occasionally elsewhere by indentured servants. In the
"dame" schools for youngsters and during the summer
term in the town schools, when the big boys were occupied
with farm duties, women were generally employed, but it
required a man to handle the winter school, when the
youths attended and brawn was considered more essential
than brains. This often afforded a golden opportunity for
young men to help earn their way through college.
Probably the best work was done by these college students
or by such teachers as were licensed under the auspices
of some Church, but the former were temporary and the
latter usually had to give considerable time to assisting
the minister in his duties or to serving as precentor, sexton,
or bell-ringer for the church.
A like bondage to the spirit of the times existed in the
secondary and higher institutions. The grammar schools,

